Two Volvox genomic clones each containing a pair of histone H3-H4-genes were sequenced. In both loci the H3 and H4 genes show outwardly divergent polarity, their coding regions being separated by short intercistronic sequences containing TATA boxes and a conserved 14-bp element. The 3'untranslated regions contain a characteristic motif with hyphenated dyad symmetry otherwise only found associated with animal histone genes. Derived amino acid sequences of histories H3 and H4-are highly conserved and identical between the two sets. The Volvox H3 genes both contain one intron whose relative position is shifted by one basepair. Sequence comparisons led to a new interpretation of intron sliding. The Volvox H3 gene structure combines the exon-intron organization of fungal H3 and vertebrate H3.3 genes with a termination signal typical for animal H3
INTRODUCTION
The classical, highly expressed animal histone genes share the following features: (i) lack of introns, (ii) non-polyadenylated mRNAs and (iii) a typical hyphenated dyad symmetry element in the 3'untranslated region (3'UTR) essential for the 3'end processing of histone mRNA (1, 2) . In addition to these replication-type histones whose expression is strictly coupled to the S-phase, recent studies have revealed the existence of replacement-type histones, minor variants that are expressed at low levels throughout the cell cycle (3,^,5,6) . The corresponding genes frequently contain introns, are transcribed into polyadenylated mRNAs and lack the 3'palindromes. This is similarly true for the histone genes of fungi (7) and protists (8) . The latter groups evidently represent a more ancient type of histone genes from which the classical type has evolved, thereby undergoing dramatic changes in gene structure, while the histone protein structures remained highly conserved.
This recommends the histone gene family as an interesting system to study the evolution of eukaryotic gene structure and to obtain evolutionary markers for the analysis of phylogenetic relationships. As has been shown in a recent comparison of H3 genes (9) , differences in gene structure between replication type (H3.1 and H3.2) and replacement-type (H3.3) gene families are paralleled by specific differences in amino acid sequences, codon usage and mode of expression. Based on these data a heterodox evolutionary model in which the intron-bearing, primitive H3.3 genes are the ancestors of the intronless evolved H3.1 genes has been proposed (9) . In apparent conflict with this model is the recent observation (10) that maize H3 genes are transcribed into poly-adenylated mRNAs, a feature formerly only attributed to fungal H3 and vertebrate H3.3 genes. On the other hand, the amino acid sequence relates maize histone H3 to the evolved animal H3.1 proteins. These initial data suggest that the evolution of higher plant histone genes may have taken an unusual route and that information on intermediate forms would be useful for clarifying the picture. We have, therefore, sequenced two pairs of histone H3 and H4 genes of Volvox carteri, a primitive green alga considered a relative of ancestral land plants.
The results show that Volvox histone genes exhibit a combination of structural features not previously described. Specifically, in both sequenced Volvox H3 genes an intron (characteristic of fungal H3 and vertebrate H3.3-like genes) is present in combination with a 3'palindromic motif similar to those associated with H3.1-like genes of animals. This suggests that green algae may provide a "missing link" of histone gene evolution. In addition, the exon-intron structure of the Volvox H3 genes documents an example of intron sliding within one organism and provides a new interpretation of intron mobility during evolution. (20) was applied using synthetic primers and a gradient acrylamide gel as described by Heinrich (21) . DNA sequences were processed by the UWGCG program (22) on a VAI-VT100 computer. The sequences reported here will appear in the EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ Nucleotide Sequence Databases under the accession numbers X06963 and X06964-.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Strains

RESULTS
DNA sequences of two non-allelic B3-H4-gene Bets
The Volvox carteri genome contains between 10 and 20 histone H4-genes as assessed by Southern hybridization, dot blot hybridization and two independently performed library screenings using Xenopus H4-cDNA (14-) as a probe (data not shown). Four H4-positive clones isolated from a 1EMBL3 genomic library (12) also contained an H3-positive region linked to the H4-locus suggesting that the two genes may be regularly linked on the Volvox genome. These non-allelic H3-H4-gene sets may have originated by duplica- however, more closely related to the latter than to the H4 proteins of fungi and ciliates (23) .
Comparisons of histone H3 proteins are more illuminating owing to (i) their higher variability and (ii) our knowledge of the knowledge this is the first case of intron sliding found in a member of a multigene family within one organism. By direct comparison the two introns exhibit 38% homology, but insertion of appropriate gaps increases the homology to 51%. As shown in Figure 6 , sequence similarities are non-randomly distributed. The homology of the longer H3-I intron to the entire H3-II intron is confined to the 3'half of the former suggesting that the shorter H3-II intron may have been derived from a copy of the H3-I Intron by a deletion during divergent evolution of the two histone gene loci. A model accounting for the observed variations in position and nucleotide sequence of analogous introns will be discussed below.
DISCUSSION
Gene organization
The sequences of two analyzed Volvox histone loci revealed an identical overall organization. H3 and H4-genes show outwardly divergent transcription, the coding regions varying only in silent nucleotide changes and being separated by intercistronic regions of almost identical lengths. Both H3 genes are split by one intron whose relative position is shifted over one bp. These common features strongly support our notion that both H3-H4 pairs arose from one ancient locus by gene duplication. Sequence comparisons between the putative promoter regions of both loci revealed structures homologous in sequence and position ( Figure W) that have been conserved during evolution probably due to their functional importance for the control of gene expression. We have assigned TATA-boxes to all four genes. Two additional short stretches of sequence homologies resembling conserved IM-specific elements precede the Volvox H4 genes. Another two elements are found upstream of the H3~start codons, one showing homology to a similarly positioned conserved H3-specific sequence (23). All four genes lack a CAAT-box; but as a recent compilation analysis of eukaryotic promoter sequences has revealed, this element cannot be considered a universal eukaryotic promoter signal (32). Similarities between the two sequenced Volvox H3 genes strongly suggest that they originated by a gene duplication event. As introns evidently are a primitive mark of H3 genes (see below) and in view of the substantial sequence homology between these introns ( Figure 6 ), we conclude that the divergence of intron position occurred subsequent to duplication of the locus and thus likely constitutes an example of intron sliding by deletion and insertion of nucleotides. To accomplish a one-bp shift of intron position, at least two events are necessary to restore the coding sequence: one changing the 5'splice site and one producing a compensating shift around the 3'splice junction. A comparison of both intron sequences ( Figure 6) shows that homology between the H3-I and H3-II introns starts within a sequence CTGGTTAC strongly resembling the 5'splice Junction CTGGTAAG that interrupts the H3-I coding region. This may be accounted for by a deletion event removing the 5'terminal 132 bp of the H3-I intron -including the 3'terminal TG of exon 1 -that shifts the intron one bp in the 5'direction and generates a new 5'splice site (3D-As a compensating event at the 3'splice Junction, an Insertion of one G would be sufficient to restore the protein sequence without changing the 3'splicing position. Alternatively, a secondary deletion of the nonamer CATTTTTTA preceding the 3'splice Junction of H3-I plus a transversion from T to A100 in H3-II will also generate the observed intron shift. Clearly, such secondary mutation events, though rare, would be favored by selective pressure. On the other hand, the transient inactivation of one H3 gene by the proposed deletion event would not have been particularly deleterious in view of the 10 to 20 gene copies present in the Volvox genome. Fourth, all analyzed Volvox histone genes contain the hyphenated dyad symmetry element characteristically found in the 3'UTEs of animal H3.1 genes (whose mENAs are not poly-adenylated), but absent from ciliate and fungal histone genes and the animal H3.3 genes (whose mENAs do contain a polyA tail). Yet, it has to be shown experimentally that polyadenylation is not involved in Volvox histone gene expression. Interestingly, higher plant histone genes generally lack a 3'palindrome and, as recently reported for maize H3 and H4-genes, are transcribed into polyadenylated mRNAs (10).
On first sight, these differences between Volvox and higher plant histone genes are disconcerting, since the anticipated intermediate in plant histone gene evolution does not become obvious. Rather, the 3'palindrome relates Volvox histone genes to animal H3-1 genes, whereas poly-adenylation relates the maize histone genes to fungal H3 and to vertebrate H3.3 genes. Conversely, the split-gene organization associates Volvox H3 genes with fungal and vertebrate H3.3-like genes, whereas the lack of introns in higher plant histone H3 genes classifies them as evolved H3.1-like genes.
Two alternative pathways of plant histone gene evolution emerge from the available, though unsufficient, data. (ii) Volvox marks an evolutionary line that very early separated from the route leading to higher plants. This alternative assumes that histone genes representative of the two modes of transcription termination were present in a common ancestor of plants and animals (a situation that has been conserved in vertebrates). Early divergence of Volvocales and higher plants was accompanied by the loss of one or the other gene variant, an event, which led to higher plant histone genes with a polyA signal and Volvox histone genes with a 3'palindrome.
A decision between these alternatives may well be possible once the structure of more plant histone genes, especially those of other green algae, are known. *To whom correspondence should be addressed
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